INFOR RETAIL

Power up your data
with HTAP

Real-time insights and information so you can
be as agile as your customers
For true digital transformation, retailers have to first build a strong foundation
for powerful decision making—and for most retailers, that power lies in big data.
However, because transactional and analytical data sets typically sit in siloes
and can take days, weeks, or even months to cross-reference and interpret,
real-time business insights have historically been near-impossible to obtain.

Write and read your data at the same time with HTAP
Early adopters are now turning to HTAP technology, or hybrid transaction/analytical
processing, to get the most out of their business data. HTAP technology combines online
analytical processing (OLAP) and online transactional processing (OLTP), forming one
cohesive database that provides real-time insights and information about:
• Assortment

• Transactional tasks

• Demand

• Inventory

• Market trends

• Analytical tasks

• Shopper behavior

• Price point mix

• Marketing campaigns

• Item
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With Infor technology built on a foundation
of HTAP, retailers can:
Quickly react to market
trends and disruptors
Sophisticated data sets
let you adjust pricing and
assortment in a flash

Improve risk
management

Optimize the workforce
Monitor teams across the
enterprise in real time

Make decisions faster
Break down data and
organizational siloes

No longer rely solely on gut
reactions to make decisions

Better understand the
customer experience

Tighten security

With real-time insights into
big data

Fraud detection is
instantaneous, not discovered
forensically

Predict the future
Machine learning and AI
power smart assortment
forecasting

Optimize marketing
Know which ads are most
effective with online shoppers

Eliminate redundancies
and update attributions
instantaneously
All item data and analytics are
stored in the same place

Provide analysis and
reporting in real-time

Transform the retail enterprise with
HTAP in the cloud
Traditionally, HTAP technology has been
too expensive for retailers to employ—only
tech giants and large financial firms had
the budget and the access to employ it on
premises. Thanks to the supercomputing
power and elasticity of the cloud, HTAP is
now more accessible than ever—and smart
retailers are taking advantage.

Make better business
decisions, faster
Infor is delivering the next generation
of retail software, built from the ground
up on a foundation of HTAP and cloud
technologies. This architecture empowers
retailers to simultaneously future-proof
their enterprises and get ahead of the
competition—because when you can view
all of your business data in one application
in real time, analytical decisions can be
made faster than the competition can even
locate the data they’re looking for.

Adjust assortment and
view adjusted performance
expectations on demand

Discover the power of Infor Demand Management,
built on HTAP architecture for the future of retail.

Learn more ›
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